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                    IT'S ABOUT TIME FOR OUR BIGGEST EVENT OF THE YEAR.
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        One Size
Housing Fits All

        
        Our housing supply problem is not just a matter of having too little housing, but also too few types of housing.
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        Keeping Home

        
        A financially navigable path to maintain and upgrade existing buildings to tomorrow’s standards.
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        This Is How We Do It?

        
        The processes we rely on to reach our housing goals too often take us further from them.
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            Design & Housing Typologies 

            Home Truths: A Survey of Unmet Housing Need in Lower-Density Districts
      
                        
            
                How well is the housing in low-density districts meeting the needs of residents? CHPC asked 805 New Yorkers to find out.
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            Process 

            Brutal Bureaucracy Follow-up: Additional Housing Connect Analysis
      
                        
            
                CHPC expands its analysis of affordable housing lease-up times with new, more granular data.
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            Basement Apartment Conversion Pilot Program Interim Report
      
                        
            
                The focus of this interim report is to describe why properties did or did not advance through the pilot and to outline additional changes that would enable the implementation of an effective legalization program at scale. 
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            CHPC Global 

            A tour of six notable refugee housing projects in Europe: a mini-directory
      
                        
            
                In its directory of housing projects, CHPC describes a range of facilities employed by cities to house refugees, including emergency shelters, temporary housing structures, and short-term and long-term construction projects.
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            From Lot to Neighborhood to City: An Action Plan for Basement Flood Safety & Stormwater Equity
      
                        
            
                CHPC’s new report on basement flood safety & stormwater equity explores possible interventions designed for city-, neighborhood-, and lot-level accountability.
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            Onward and Upward: A Technical Guide to Zoning Reform
      
                        
            
                Onward and Upward offers a detailed guide to the zoning and regulatory changes necessary to create a new housing supply with a focus on affordability, equity, sustainability, and economic recovery.
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                                                            CHPC in the Media                                                                                                                                                              
                                                        Op-ed: New York Can House More New Yorkers, Better
                        
                            “What we need is not haphazard compromise through gritted teeth, but the embrace of a coherent policy to safely and affordably house more New Yorkers. We need to build more housing and help more people afford it.”
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            How Tax Incentives Broke The Housing Deadlock in NYC (1960)

            
            In the 1920s, booming immigration and lackluster construction had New York City in the throes of a dire housing shortage. The State legislature responded by launching a tax incentive for new housing. Half a decade later, after the biggest building boom in the city’s history, the shortage was gone. 
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            SMALL HOMES: A PROPOSAL TO STIMULATE CONSTRUCTION (1981)

            
            In December 1981, the Mayor’s Office of Construction released proposals to promote the construction of low-density housing. Issues it aimed to address included regulations that made three-family homes more costly and slow public review processes.
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            CHPC Surveys the Mayoral Candidates

            
            In August, 1977, CHPC surveyed the mayoral candidates ahead of the primary elections on “ten major housing and planning issues” ranging from rent control to building a new convention center to the Westway project to using zoning to curb pornography. 
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            Does NYC need more small or large affordable apartments?

            
            “It’s a continually vexing issue: Which of these things do we need more of? Like so many things in housing, we end up answering like it’s an either-or question, but there’s such a need for both,” said Citizens Housing and Planning Council Executive Director Howard Slatkin.
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            New York Can House More New Yorkers, Better

            
            “What we need is not haphazard compromise through gritted teeth," writes Howard Slatkin, "but the embrace of a coherent policy to safely and affordably house more New Yorkers. We need to build more housing and help more people afford it.” 
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            Community preference settlement to shift dynamics in NYC affordable housing lotteries

            
            Howard Slatkin called community preference "a tool that was used to allay concerns about gentrification as the city rebuilt neighborhoods."
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